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ABSTRACT 
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development with the Sustainable Development Coak (SDGs) at is core 
based on this nev understanding. The goals are universal- applicable to all countries with targets dapted 
national circustances and context. The agenda acknowledges that new approaches are neded to ackie 

integrated set of challenges The SDGs are also trumformative they contribute to systemic change and 
anticipate future global dhreats We improve Sustainability to save energy. By using less energY. you can he 
reduce carbon emissions. Eat less meat. Use reusable alternatives Use enewable energY. Recvele and reu 
Grow your own produce. Solution of Economic Problenms -Froe price mechanism operates wilhin the priv 

sector: hence. prices are allowed to change as per demand and supply of goods. 

INTRODUCTION 
While global integration has been an engine of growth since the emergence of capltalism. the financial a 
economic crisis highlighted that the current level of interconnectedness between countries and is impa 
positive or negative. was poorly understood. This increased complexity has exposcd the limitations 

prevailing analytical tools. policy frameworks. and gover nance arangements. It has also underlined the fact d 

global challenges can only be addressed through collective co-ordination and action. The 2030 Agenda 
Sustainable Development with the Sustainable Development Coals (SDCs) at its core are based on this 

understanding. The goals are universal - applicable to all countries with targets adapted to natio 
circunstances and context. The agenda acknowledges hat new approaches are needed to tackle an integral 

set of challenges. The SDGs are also trarsformative they contribute to syslemic change and help anticíp 
fulure global threats. The OECD is actvely responding lo the agenda with better policies for better lives 

drawing on the cumulative experience of member and partner countries and capltalizing on its value-added. 1 
New Approaches to Economic Challenges (NAEC) Initiative is helping the OECD to prepare for the SDC: 

through developing integrated aalysis and policy advice for tackling an ambitious set of interlinked goals. 
well as the forward-looking trasformalional agenda. As Doug Frantz has argucd, the SDGs and NAEC are li 

Romeo and Juliet- they are meant for each other. 

Definition 
Sustainable development can be defined as the practice of maintaining the productivity by replacing resour 
used wih resources of equal or grealer value without degrading or cndangering natural bio 

systems. Sustainable development binds together concern for the carrying capacity of natural systems with 
social, political, and economic challenges faced by humanity. Sustainability Science is the study of the conce 
of sustainable development and environmental science. There is an additional focus on the present generatio 

resposibility to regenerate, maintain and improve planetary resources for use by future generations. 

Objectives: 
. To study the concept of Sustainable development. 

2 To Study Sustainable Development Economic Challenges in India. 

3. To Study how can we improve Sustainability 

4. To Study here are cight recommendations to consider for inimcdiate implcmentalion: 

5. To Study solution of Economic Problems 

Research Methodology: 
The Study s mainly based on the analysis of secondary data collected from different sources like Journa 

newspapers, website's, reports of various agencies and books ctc. 

Economic Challenges For Sustainable Development 
Improving technology governance, developlng infrastructure, harnessing the young populatdon and ensuringt 
benefits of development are evenly distributed between urban and rural areas, as well as ditferent stales, w 

also be key to achieving India's ambitious growth goals going forward. 
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across the state. The long distance bus services (and roads) between contiguous 
(example between Chennai and Bangalore) have also helped drive periurban, 
region ovee the last twenty-five years. The "Golden Quadrilateral' of improvea ugI1w 

largest in the world) has enhanced movement across major cities in the country, as well 

across the country and enabled greater connectivity and growth in per-urban and nural are 
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6. Responsible private corporations: 
As the fastest growing economy in the world, India's billionaires are increasing 

corporations should operate more transparently and responsibly to create wealth for a nai 

contribute more actively to drive grovth and development in the country. There a 
foundations (Tata, Birla. Wipro, Mahindra. Shiv Nadar) involved in excellent social ir 

development. 
7. Entrepreneurship: 
With 28% of her 1.29 billion-strong population aged between 10-24 years, India 
population in the world. Today's young Indians enjoy new privileges and unprecedented 
The challenge for India is to support their growing entrepreneurial aspirations as more a 

are seeking to tap into the opportunities that exist in a growing economy. 

These young men and women are bright, capable, well informed and impatient for thir 

Public and private sector initiatives are essential to improve systems and structures and pr 
easily accessible loans, workshops and other enabling equal opportunities for young peop 
and social strata, in order for them to translate ideas into reality. The success of their vent 

contribute to advancing the country's development, for example by creating jobs 
entrepreneurships that address poverty and inequality. 

8. Demographic dividend: 

Although difficult to determine accurately, a reasonable estimate suggests that 250 millio 

as middle class. With the developments in recent decades, the current conditions in Ind 

have ever been before. At the same time, as the population with high disposable income: 

the country's public and private sector goods and services for food, water, housing, ed 

ails, airports and other infrastructure have to keep pace with the increasing demand. F 

situation at the moment is that, by the time a particular service (for example, roads and 

it's capacity has already been outstripped by the demand. 

Equalising development across states: 

India is unique in the vast diversity between its 29 states. The diversity of cultures 

celebrating. However, wide variation in economic and social development between 
within states, is a cause for concern. Central policies, resource allocation and frar 

development acrass all states are essential. Policies should not be biased toward cenl 

Collaborations between states should be enhanced for mutual development. Greater awar 

now exists, so that successful examples can be drawn from various states and ir 

improvements to be on par across all cities and states as required. 

9. 

10. Regional influence: 
India's engagement with its neighbours has seen much-needed adva 

grows and develops further, its influence in the global communit 
multilateral communication and collaborations have the scope to be 
countries in Asia. Arbitration, building trust and working together will cficial f 

region. In the fastest growing reglon in the world, geo-economic and geo-political initiat 
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. Sustainable and inclusive growth: 
Indta has to set itself an ambitious growth rate targel of 10% to adequalely meel the requlrements 

sustainable and inclusive growth of her 1.29 bilion people. Estimates for India's GDP growth avcrage arou 

7.5%, which is an essential base growth rate to pursue the goals and priorities for the country's developme 

India's steady growth also offers a spark for supporting global growth. Its success is therefore in the interests 

other counties in the region and beyond 

Significant challenges for sustainable and inchusive economic and social development cotinue to persist witi 

India, such as the fiscal deficit, slowing private sector investment and industrial credit, and decelerating capi 

goods imports. Low carbon green growth, infrastructure development and entrepreneurship through natio 

and international collaborations provide valuable opportunities for sustainable growth. India's young 
rapidly gowing working age population also presents both an opportunity and a challenge. depending on h 

effectively it can be harnessed 

2. Eavironmental sustainability: 
Low carbon green gowth and environmental protection is inevitable. An immediate priority for India is 

improve the air quality in urban areas, as it is havinga negative Impact on Ilfe expectancy. Faster and siron 

policies (including improvement of public transport) are therefore required across all major cities to tackle 

pollution 
India's Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (TNDCs) submitted before COP21 in Paris inclh 

commitmenls to reduce emissions intensity by 33-35% by 2030 compared to 2005 levels through introduci 

new, more efficient, cleaner and renewable technologies: produce 40% of electricity from non-fossil fuel ba: 

energy resources; areate additional carbon sink of 2.5-3 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent throu 

additional forest and ree cover: and develop robust adaptation strategies for agriculture, water and hea 

sectors. 

The record number of at least 1000 deaths due to heat waves during summes, and the floods in Chennai 

December 2015, provide leaming that long term planning and policies for sustainable development are essent 

to mitigate risks and challenges due to climate change. Estimales suggest that at least $2.5 trillion will 

required for meeting India's climate change action plans to 2030 and she will need to spend around $206 billi 

for implementing essential adaptation programmes in agriculture. forestry. flisheries infrastructure, wa 

resources and ecosystems. But these projects will also provide opportunites to enhance growth, cre 

employment and provide better and healthier living standards. 

3. Technology governance: This is a public policy concept with an aim to develop knowledge-based, transparent and efNcient systems 

sustainable economic growth and greater social cohesion. Technology governance is therefore crucial 

transform growth and development in the evolving processes and politics of government (centre and stal 

private institutions, media, non-governmental institutions and society in India. 

The large scale food security and various other social security programmes for poverty alleviation in the coun 

struggle with concerns of implementation, with leakages, misuse, wastage by non-beneficiaries and provisic 

not reaching the beneficiaries. Some improvements have been initiated through development of national 

governance infrastructure. However, greater information, education and communication (EC) programn 

better application of technological processes. further reforms. monitoring and evaluation are essential 

improve implementation. ransparency, accountability and reduce leakages ol publlc and private instiluttons a 

individuals. 

4. Infrastructure development: 
Indla requires at least $1 urillion to develop new infrastruclure. Investaments for developlng infrastructure 

public, private sectors and public-private partnerships, are requisite components to drive growth in the fast 

gowing economy In the world. The New Development Bank, Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and As 

Development Bank provide additional resources toward infrastructure and sustainable development in 

country. 
Investment In Infrasructure also provides an opporlunlty to create Jobs for the large working age populati 
(500 million), enables poverty reduction and inclusive growth and development in the country and in the regic 

5. Peri-urban and rural development: 
The state of Tamil Nadu has the best bus connectlvity in the country, whlch has drlven casier mobillty and tra 

between rural and urban areas over the past decades and enabled more widespread growth and developmm 
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5. Peri-urban and rural development: 
The state of Tamil Nadu has the best bus connectivity in the country, which has driven easier mobility and 

between rural and urban areas over the past decades and enabled more wtdespread growth and develq 
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across the state. The long distance bus services (and roads) berween contiguous cltles wvithin and between 

(example between Chennai and Bangalore) have also helped drive per~urban growth and development 

region over the last twenty-five yearsThe "Colden Quadrllateral' of improved highway network (the 

largest in the world) has enhanced movement across major cities in the country. as well as rural-urban re 

across the country and enabled greater connectivity and growth in peri-urban and rural areas in the past de 

6. Responsible private corporatioas: 
As the fastest growing economy in the world, India's billionaires are increasing year on year. P 
corporations should operate more transparently and responsibly to create wealth for a nation. They shou 
contribute more actively to drive growh and development in the country. There are examples ot 

foundations (Tata, Blrla. Wipro,. Mahindra. Shiv Nadar) involved in excellent soclal initiatives for inc 

development. 
7. Entrepreneurship: 
With 28% of her 1.29 billion-strong populaion aged between 10-24 years, India has the largest 

populalion in the world. Today's young Indians enjoy new privileges and unprecedented opportunities to 

The challenge for India is to support their growing entrepreneurial asplrations as more and more Indian 

are seeking to tap into the opportunilies that exist in a growing economy. 

These young men and women are bright. capable, well informed and impatient for things to happen ra 

Public and private sector initlatives are essential to improve systems and structures and provide advice, tra 

easily accessible loans, workshops and other enabling equal opportunities for young people across all eco 

and social strata, in order for them to translate ideas into reality. The success of their venures will conseq 

contribute to advancing the country's development, for example by creating jobs and wealth or 

entreprenecurships that address poverty and inequality. 

8. Demographic dividend: 

Although difficult to determine accurately, a reasonable estimate suggests that 250 million Indians now q 

as middle class. With the developments in recent decades, the curent conditions in India are better tha 

have ever been before. At the same tünie, as the population with high disposable incomes continues to ex 

the country's public and private sector goods and services for food, waler, housing, educatíon, health, 

rais, airports and other infrastructure have to keep pace with the increasing demand. However the pre 
situation at the moment is that, by the time a particular service (for example, roads and airports) is comf 

it's capacity has already been outstripped by the demand 

9. Equalising development across states: 

India is unique in the vast diversity between its 29 states. The diversity of cultures and textures is 

celebrating. However, wide variatlon in economic and social development between stales, and somt 

wíthin states, is a cause for concern. Central policies, resource allocalion and frameworks for equ 

development across all states are essential. Policies should not be biased toward central or specific 

Collaborations between states should be cnbanced for mutual development. Greater awarcness and inforn 

now exists, so that successful examples can be drawn from various states and Implemented earl 

improvements to be on par across all cities and states as required1 

10. Regional influence: 
India's engagement with its neighbours has seen much-needed advancement in the past year. As the ce 

grows and develops further, Its influence In the global community will continue to grow. Blatera 

multilateral communication and collaborations have the scope to be enhanced further at all levels be 

coutries in Asia. Arbitration. building trust and workíng together wll be beneficial for all countries 

regon. In the fastest growing region in the world, geo-economic and geo-political initiatives such as silk 

spce route, among others, can expand opportunities for commerclal, lechnological, cultural and pe 

advancements provided all Involved can work together as equal partners with mutual respect, understandir 

inclison. 

How can we improve Sustainability? 

1. Save enery. Hy using less encrgY. you can help to reduce carbon emlsslons. .. 

2. Eat less ual.. 

3. Use reusable akerratlves. 

4. Co paperless.. 
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now exists, so that successful examples can be drawn from various states and ir 

improvements to be on par across all cities and states as required. 

10. Regional influence: 
India's engagement with its neighbours has seen much-needed advancement in the pas1 

grows and develops further, its influence in the global community will continue tc 

multilateral communication and collaborations have the scope to be enhanced further 

countries in Asia. Arbitration, building trust and working together will be beneficialf 

region. In the fastest growing region in the world, ge0-economic and geo-political initiat 

spice route, among others, can expand opportunities for commercial, techn 

advancements provided all involved can work together as equal partners with m. 

inclusion. 
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How can we improve Sustainability? 
1. Save energy. By using less energy, you can help to reduce carbon emissions. .. 

2. Eat less meat... 

3. Use reusable alternatives... 

4. Go paperless. .. 
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5 Use renewable energy.. 
6. Recycle and reuse. . 

7. Crow your own produce. . 

8. Donate unused items. 

Here are eight recommendations to consider for immediate implementation: 

1. Ensure stimulus packages shape a sustainable future.... 

2. Invest in the future. ... 

3. Empower the consumer!... 
4. Create a level playing field for clean energgy. 

5. Modernize existing infrastructure. .. 

6. Simplify government bureaucracy. 

Best solution of Economic Problems 

Under such economies, all economic problems are solved with the help of free price mec 

price mechanism. Free price mechanism operates within the private sector; hence, prices 

as per demand and supply of goods. 
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5. Use renewable energy.. 

6. Recycle and reuse.. 

7 Grow your own produce. .. 

8. Donate unused itemns 

Here are eight recommendations to consider for immediate implementation: 

1 Ensure stimulus packages shape a sustainable future. . 

Invest in the future. .. 56 2. 

3. Empower the consumer!.. 

4. Create a level playing field for clean energy.. 

5. Modernize existing infrastructure. .. 

6. Simplify government bureaucracy. 
Best solution of Economic Problems 

Under such economies, all economic problems are solved with the help of free price mecl 

price mechanism. Free price mechanism operates within the private sector; hence. prices 

as per demand and supply of goods 
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